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1969 NUMBER THEORY INSTITUTE
Edited by Donald J. Lewis

PROCEEDINGS OF SYMPOSIA IN PURE MATHEMATICS, Volume XX; 465 pp.;
List price $20.70; Member price $15.53

This volume, edited by Donald J. Lewis, contains the proceedings of the Sixteenth Summer Research Institute of the American Mathematical Society. During the 1960's, a large number of old problems in number theory were solved; some by refinements of known methods, others by the introduction of entirely new methods. Included in this volume are sixteen invited lectures and nine seminar talks which were felt to have been particularly effective surveys. The papers are addressed to a general number theory audience rather than to a group of specialists and are meant to enable a number theorist to become acquainted with important innovations in areas outside his own specialty. It is hoped that this collection of papers will facilitate access to various parts of number theory and foster further development.
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Numerical Initial Value Problems in Ordinary Differential Equations
C. WILLIAM GEAR, Stanford University
Discusses all classes of step-by-step methods suitable for the automatic numerical integration of general problems. The book covers the derivation of methods, the theory of error and convergence, and practical implementation on a computer. July 1971, approx. 304 pp., $12.95 (62660-6)
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HAROLD LORIN, IBM Corporation, Systems Research Institute
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GERARD SALTON, Cornell University
Deals with the design and applications of fully automatic information retrieval systems. The design of the automatic SMART document retrieval system is described in the areas of systems evaluation, automatic language analysis, automatic document classification and search, user feedback procedures and operational comparisons with conventional manually-based retrieval systems. 1971, 512 pp., $15.00 (81452-5)

The Computerized Society
JAMES MARTIN, IBM Corporation, Systems Research Institute and ADRIAN R. D. NORMAN
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At last—a self-contained how-to guide for solving reliability problems—putting all necessary tables at your fingertips...

RELIABILITY MATHEMATICS
By Bertram L. Amstadter 416 pages $17.50
In early chapters, this new book defines concepts and terms proper to statistical methods—stripped down to strict essentials. Later chapters spell out modern methods of using reliability tables—particularly new simplified methods devised by the author for solving otherwise difficult problems.

The author defines all terms and symbols used and confines himself to those most widely used—no new or off-beat symbols are included.

In addition, in the Appendixes, he provides all pertinent statistical and reliability tables—not just those which are most frequently used. Nowhere does the book presume or require statistical or calculus know-how.

The practicing engineer—even if he's forgotten more advanced mathematics than he remembers—will find this clear and simple treatment of probability and statistics easy to read and easy to apply...

PROBABILITY AND STATISTICS
By L. Daniel Massey 192 pages $11.50
Applications—rather than fine points and technicalities—are what the author emphasizes. He not only provides you with a working knowledge of probability and statistics but also helps you find standard techniques or formulate original techniques for solving your own particular problems.

ALSO of INTEREST

INTRODUCTION TO MATRIX ANALYSIS, 2 Ed.
By Richard Bellman 432 pages $14.75
This new revised edition provides expert coverage of the basis for mathematical, physical, engineering, and economic applications. It clearly covers the three basic parts of the theory: symmetric matrices and quadratic forms, matrices and differential equations, and positive matrices and their use in probability theory and mathematical economics. And it includes many references to important technical literature in the field of matrix analysis, both theoretical and applied.

AN ILLUSTRATED GUIDE TO LINEAR PROGRAMMING
By Saul I. Gass 192 pages $9.95
This is a most unusual book—it introduces the concepts of linear programming in a non-technical and humorous manner. Amusing real-life problems and numerous cartoons illustrate key principles and provide a clear picture of this important decision-making technique—what it is, what it can do, how it's applied, and what type problems it solves. Little or no background in the area is presumed.

Available at bookstores or directly from the publisher on 10-day FREE EXAMINATION. Write Dept. MC 471, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 330 W. 42nd Street, New York, N.Y. 10036.
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Difficulties beyond our control have caused a delay in publishing the late 1970 and the early 1971 issues. It is expected that the journals will be issued on schedule before the end of 1971.
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